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Abstract. This paper describes the use of a component-based distributed computing, DCOM, for a numerical simulation problem. Component-based distributed computing, such as CORBA, DCOM, and Java RMI, by distributing objects to be executed by networked computers, network of workstations, or PC clusters, has potential for use in large scale scientific simulation problems. DCOM developed by Microsoft is used here to exploit large installation base of networked Windows computers, such as PC labs in our campus, which is used in our experiments. A numerical heat transfer problem is used to illustrate the development of a DCOM application. The application dynamically partitions (and distributes) the problem into a number of components based on the number of available networked computers. Our tests show that large overhead in communications between the components and between the networked computers making such a distributed computing system sometimes performs slower than a simple computer.
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1. Introduction

For many scientific simulation problems, large computing resources that require the use of supercomputers are needed. One affordable alternative is to develop distributed computing systems that use the resources available on a large number of networked computers, such as network of workstations and PC clusters. Distributed computing splits an application into tasks that executed at different locations, using different resources such as processors, memories, and storage devices. This technology allows an application to be built using many existing pre-built software modules (called components) that reside in different machines. Protocols and standards to promote distributed computing, such as Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), Java's Remote Method Invocation (RMI), and Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) have been developed in recent years to facilitate the communications between the components [1-8].
This paper emphasizes on DCOM technology and its applications. A component-based distributed computing application has been developed using DCOM technology for solving computational problems making use of available networked resources. A dynamically problem-partitioning method and a distributed topology have been explored in scientific application context. With security authentication, a client can check and remotely activate the available components deployed on servers, choose components to complete particular tasks, and specify all the computational parameters at runtime. Several aspects in distributed computing for solving scientific problems are discussed to optimize the functional behavior of a component and performance of distributed computing.

Component Object Model/Distributed Component Object Model (COM/DCOM) was developed by Microsoft for developing software components [9]. COM/DCOM itself is a specification and many programming languages can be used to write COM/DCOM components. DCOM is a protocol that enables software components to communicate directly over a network in a reliable, secure and efficient manner. DCOM technology is primarily applied in Windows-based environments and best supported on Windows NT-XP platforms. For our project the distributed computing application is developed under the following environments: COM/DCOM, Visual C++ 6.0, Microsoft Interface Definition Language (MIDL), Active Template Library (ATL), Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC), and Windows NT 4.0. After components have been developed they are deployed on several NT machines in our lab. In addition, several important aspects such as deployment, security configuration, dynamically remote activation, and data passing efficiency are discussed. The performance analysis of the distributed computing system is also provided.

2. Partitioning a Problem into Components

To make use of distributed resources, a computing problem is partitioned into many sub-problems that are solved by several networked computers. For scientific computation, a computing task is usually partitioned into a number of subtasks by decomposing its domain into a number of sub-domains. We use a 2D heat transfer problem in microstructure fabrication [10] to illustrate how to dynamically partition a computing problem. We assume that the length and width of the domain are L and W, respectively, as shown in Figure 1, in which four sub-domains are indicated.

Our application dynamically partitioned the problem into a number of sub-domains at runtime based on the number of available components in the networked computers. For simplicity, one sub-domain can be solved by one computing object in one networked computer. However, the one-to-one mapping does not take load balancing into consideration. The optimum way to partition domain should attempt to partition the entire computation domain to balance computing load, reduce data transfer between computers, and reduce
the number of remote procedure call (RPC).

Reducing data transfer between computers is done by reducing the length of boundaries between sub-domains for our heat-transfer simulation problem. During the simulation, it is necessary to pass the boundary conditions of one sub-domain to its adjoining sub-domains (Figure 2). In Figure 2(a), B0 is the boundary between two adjoining sub-domains COMi and COMi+1. COMi needs to pass data (boundary condition) to COMi+1 and vice versa. Bi and Bi+1 are used to represent the boundary data that need to be passed. Assuming that W < L, then the entire heating surface is divided into slices as shown in Figure 1.

3. Implementation Using DCOM Technology

DCOM objects are installed and registered in server computers. A client computer requests service from the server computers by specifying various computational parameters and send messages to the servers. After the completion of the computations, the results are returned to the client.

We developed DCOM objects for the specific purpose of simulation heat transfer. Each of DCOM objects is identical in functionality but has a universally unique identity (UUID). For specifying interface of DCOM objects, we designated memory management by using IDL attributes. Our DCOM objects support dynamic invocation, which is made possible by inheriting IDispatch interface. Dynamic invocation allows an object to dynamically inquire other objects at runtime to see whether they support particular interface methods. This is different from static invocation where the interface details and the complete method signatures are known at compile time.

We developed a client object to interface with the DCOM objects running on the servers. There are several methods for a client to call a server and use the DCOM objects, such as #import technique and manual technique [11]. Their advantages and disadvantages of each technique depend upon our needs and preferences. For example, #import techniques is easy to use but lack flexibility. On the other hand, the more flexible techniques such as manual technique are more complex. To make dynamic remote calls, manual
technique is required since it allows us to control which machine the client should communicate. In addition, to improve the performance of data transfer between objects, we use an array in a dispatch interface by using a SSAFEARAAY with automation data type.

We prepared a Windows NT computer to function as a server for our DCOM objects by setting up Active Configurations and building Proxy-Stub DLL. Two files, DPServer1.exe and DPServer1ps.dll are copied into C:\Winnt\System32\ directory. They are manually started by running the commands: DPServer1 /Service, and regsvr32 DPServer1ps.dll. In fact, servers don’t have to be started manually because the DCOM infrastructure supports dynamic object activation. With DCOM, a server doesn’t have to listen for client requests the way legacy servers do in a client/server environment because DCOM can dynamically activate services upon client requests. The DCOM Service Manager (SCM) supports remote activation. Since information regarding distributed objects is recorded in the registry, SCM works in conjunction with the system registry to locate and activate distributed objects dynamically upon client requests.

After DCOM objects has been installed and registered on the servers, a client can dynamically activate the services and call methods to perform distributed computation. From our interface (Figure 3), a user can specify the parameters for processing and for controlling DCOM objects. In Figure 3, parameters for our simulation are provided in the Processing Control fields, and the data for DCOM objects are provided in the DCOM Control fields.

For our test, sixteen DCOM objects were developed and registered on four Windows NT machines. For security purpose, administrator privilege is needed to run the application. A user can specify IP address to activate services on each machine. A client can also specify one or two machines to perform computation by specifying only one or two IP in the interface. The services are automatically started and the client can call methods through interface defined in

![Figure 2. Local boundary between two neighboring sub-domains](image)
each DCOM object. By specifying the number of DCOMs per machine we can control the total number of DCOMs used in the distributed computation.

Security allows us to protect private or classified data in a distributed system where objects can be potentially accessed by anyone in cyberspace. DCOM provides a powerful security infrastructure that leverage RPC security. Windows NT provides the NT LAN Manager (NTLM) authentication package, which is an authentication protocol that DCOM supports in Windows NT 4.0. DCOM supports launch access and call-level security. Launch security determines who can activate the server component and thus protects the server machine. Access controls allow the server component to limit user access to its objects, thereby protecting its objects from offenders. In our application development, we don’t have to write code to take advantage of DCOM’s powerful security infrastructure because Windows NT 4.0 provides the DCOM Configuration (dcomcnfg.exe) tool to allow easy configuration of DCOM security [12].

4. Results and Analysis

The times needed for processing ten testing cases are shown in the Figure 4. In the figure, the top line shows four, eight, and sixteen DCOM objects running on a single machine. It shows that the computational overhead as the number DCOM objects increases the
processing time also increases. The middle line shows four, eight, and sixteen DCOM objects running on two machines and similarly the lower line shows that on four machines. Theses lines also show that as the number of machines increases the required computational times decreases. However, the dot on the lower left of the chart shows the processing time for one DCOM object running on a simple machine. This indicated that the amount of overhead far exceeds the benefit of distributed processing under these tests. The overhead is due mostly to communications large amount of data between DCOM objects as implied in the top line of the figure. Other work [12] also shown that a remote call in DCOM is five to ten times slower than a single local object call.

A simple analysis may shows that it may not be efficient to use distributed computing for solving small problem. Assuming $T_1$ is the time needed to solve a problem using one DCOM object running on one machine; $T_2$ is the time needed to solve the problem using two DCOM objects running on two machines; and $T_a$ is the time for overhead, such as marshaling or unmarshaling, remote invocation, and data communication between two components. For simplicity, we let $T_2 = T_1/2 + T_a$. For small problem, $T_1$ is small; usually $T_a$ is larger than $T_1/2$; while $T_2$ is larger than $T_1$. Thus, it is not efficient to using distributed computing for solving small problem. For large problem, $T_1$ is large; usually $T_a$ is much smaller than $T_1/2$; while $T_2$ is smaller than $T_1$. Thus, there is benefit for using distributed computing for solving large computing problem.

5. Conclusion

DCOM developed by Microsoft is used here to exploit large installation base of networked Windows computers. We developed a distributed DCOM application to simulation a heat transfer
problem. Our application dynamically partitions (and distributes) the problem into a number of components based on the number of available networked computers. Our tests show that large overheads in communications between DCOM objects and between the networked computers making such a distributed application performs slower than one DCOM object running on one computer. However, component-based distributed computing technology makes it flexible to split a task into a number of subtasks and to deploy the components across networked computers, which has potential for use in large scale scientific simulation problems, although care must be taken to reduce communication overheads.
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